
 

 

 

Paris, February 6, 2024 

  

 

PLASTIC OMNIUM AWARDED AN “A” SCORE BY CDP FOR ITS 
COMMITMENT TO THE CLIMATE 

 

Plastic Omnium has achieved the highest score from the CDP for its climate action. The “A” 

score recognizes, in particular, Plastic Omnium’s ambitious roadmap, carbon neutrality 

objectives across its entire value chain, and the quality of its environmental reporting. The 

Group joins the A-list of the world's best-performing companies out of more than 21,000 

assessed by CDP in 2023. 

 

 
 
Laurent Favre, Plastic Omnium's Chief Executive Officer, says: "We are very proud to receive the 

prestigious “A” score from the CDP for the first time. The score recognizes the significant progress 

Plastic Omnium has made since 2021 in the transformation of its operations, value chain and products 

to achieve carbon neutrality and commit to sustainable mobility. This represents a major shift for an 

international Group like ours, which operates 150 plants, works with more than 5,000 suppliers, and 

equips millions of vehicles around the world every year." 

 
In 2021, Plastic Omnium began rolling out its ambitious roadmap to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. 

Its objectives are carbon neutrality for scopes 1 and 2 by 20251, and a 30% reduction in scope 3 

emissions, compared with 2019, by 2030. These targets are approved by the Science Based Target 

initiative (SBTi) and aligned with the Business Ambition for 1.5°C pathway.  

  

In 2022, Plastic Omnium recorded a 25%2 cut in CO2 emissions compared with 2019 for scopes 1 & 2 

and 29%2 for scope 3. This performance is the result of ongoing commitment across the Group's entire 

value chain.  

 

In 2021, Plastic Omnium obtained a “B” score for its first participation in the CDP Climate Change 

questionnaire. In 2022, the score rose to “A-”, reflecting the Group's strong commitment to combating 

climate change. 

 

Full list of companies on the CDP A-list in 2023:  

https://www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores 

 

A-list methodology and detailed criteria: 

https://www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores 

 
(1) For acquisitions in the second half of 2022, scopes 1 and 2 carbon neutrality by 2027. 

(2) Excluding lighting activities. 

https://www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores
https://www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores


 

 

 

About Plastic Omnium  

 

Plastic Omnium is a world-leading provider of innovative solutions for a unique, safer and more sustainable 

mobility experience. Innovation-driven since its creation, the Group develops and produces intelligent exterior 

systems, customized complex modules, lighting systems, clean energy systems and electrification solutions for 

all mobility players. With €9.5 billion economic revenue in 2022 and a global network of 150 plants and 43 R&D 

centers, Plastic Omnium relies on its 40,500 employees to meet the challenges of transforming mobility. Plastic 

Omnium is listed on Euronext Paris, compartment A. It is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service (SRD) and 

is part of the SBF 120 and CAC Mid 60 indices (ISIN code: FR0000124570). www.plasticomnium.com 

  
About CDP  

 
CDP is a global non-profit that runs the world’s environmental disclosure system for companies, cities, states and 

regions. Founded in 2000 and working with more than 740 financial institutions with over $136 trillion in assets, 

CDP pioneered using capital markets and corporate procurement to motivate companies to disclose their 

environmental impacts, and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, safeguard water resources and protect forests. 

Over 24,000 organizations around the world disclosed data through CDP in 2023, with more than 23,000 

companies – including listed companies worth two thirds of global market capitalization - and over 1,100 cities, 

states and regions.  

 

Fully TCFD aligned, CDP holds the largest environmental database in the world, and CDP scores are widely used 

to drive investment and procurement decisions towards a zero carbon, sustainable and resilient economy. CDP 

is a founding member of the Science Based Targets initiative, We Mean Business Coalition, The Investor Agenda 

and the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative. 
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